Gokhale Hall -11/04/17
Dining Hall
 Dining hall walls are soaking, needs civil work
 Most of the fly catchers are not working
 Dining hall window netting needs replacement, as it is worn out they cannot open the window
 May be around 3 to 4 times cockroaches have been found from the food. Even while we were present
one student came with his plate showing cockroach in it. The kitchen staff should be extra careful while
cooking
Kitchen












Cobwebs have to be cleaned periodically
The cooking burners are in a dire state. The platforms need renovation. The whole thing is falling apart.
The plastic asbestos sheet of the roof in the vegetable cutting area is in a dire state. Needs replacement
and the holes in the roof tops needs to be sealed as during the rainy season the whole area is overflowing
with rainy water
The cooler and aqua guard in the kitchen area both are breaking down periodically, needs to be replaced
with the new ones
Fly catchers are needed
Chimney is needed in the kitchen
Geyser is needed in the kitchen for washing used utensils
More large cooking utensils are needed
Utensil racks are needed
Dosa Tawa is needed

Sanitary and Civil Work
Block ‘A’ common bathroom is in a soaked and dire state, needs to be renovated.
Top floor bathrooms are also in a bad condition as the walls are soaked and the plasters are coming out
of the walls. They need complete renovation.
 The corridor ceilings are coming down, needs urgent renovation else some accident can happen.
 Electrical connection and light frames needs to be changed
 Almost 13-15 rooms are in a very terrible state. The walls of the bathrooms are soaked and plasters are
coming out of the walls. Needs urgent renovation
 The staircase needs civil work
 Inside every room netting or covering is needed on the drainage pipe
 In the ground floor, most of the rooms, the bathroom door frames are broken and needs replacement
 The ‘B’ block ground floor corridor walls have developed holes, which are being used as the nesting place
of the small frogs and scorpions. These holes needs to be sealed



The cycle stand inside the hall is being used as dump yard. It needs to be cleared up so that during holidays the
students can keep their cycles inside the hall
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